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ABSTRACT 

Attribute grammars are a powerful specification paradigm for many language processing tasks, 

particularly the semantic analysis of programming languages. To functionally evaluate attributes grammar 

in Scala, the studies to date combine Scala with Kiama. Another study relies on object algebra, is 

implemented in Scala but with multiple evaluation of attributes. The purpose of this study is to use only 

the Scala language, in order to provide a solution to the multiple traversals of derivation trees. This 

approach extends the object algebra with the visit-sequences which let us increase the number of folding, 

thus avoid the multiple evaluation of some attributes, and the result obtained from this experience gives 

way to the functional modeling of interactive systems. The illustration is made on the Repmin problem. 
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1 Introduction 

Attribute grammars was introduced by Knuth [1] especially to specify the semantic analysis of 

programming languages. Progressively, they were applied to a great number of systems relevant to the 

language processing domain, among them code generators, domain specific language implementations, 

refactoring tools, static code analyzers and other similar artefacts [2]. A recent work is carried out with 

the aim of defining a variant of attribute grammars to the modelling of distributed collaborative systems 

[3]. The complexity of these types of system often obliges the developers to structure their programs with 

multiple passes (or multiple transversals) evaluation of attributes. 

The advantages in structuring a program into multiple passes address the improvement of the quality of 

the code which the reduction of its complexity and the increase of its reusability. Considered in isolation, 

each traversal (pass) may be relatively simple. Consequently, they are easier to write and are potentially 

more reusable. By having many distinct phases, it becomes possible to focus on a single task, rather than 

attempt to do many things at the same time. Furthermore, there are algorithms that rely on a multiple 

traversals strategy because context information must first be collected before it can be used. That is, 

information flows from one traversal to the next [4]. The consequence is the attribute evaluation on 

demand where the value of some attributes are calculated only when they are needed. If this issue is 

solved using the principle of lazy evaluation which is native in a pure functional language as Haskell [5], it 

is not the case of Scala that is a hybrid object-oriented and functional language. 
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To face this difficulty, Sloane et al. shows how to remove the need for a generator by embedding a 

dynamic approach in a modern object-oriented and functional programming language [6]. But this 

solution combines Scala and a complementary library so-called Kiama. Similarly Object Algebra which was 

introduced by Bruno et al. [7], is extended to encode in Scala, the full class of L-attributed grammars that 

corresponds to one-pass compilers [8]. This study aims to extend the latest approach on the forms of 

attribute grammars which imply multiple traversals programs with the constraint to encode the solution 

in Scala without the use of a complementary library. 

The paper is structured as follow. Section 2 introduces the notion of attribute grammar, then it presents 

two approaches, that we found in the literature, of functional evaluation of attribute grammars in Scala. 

After a synthesis on the limitations of those approaches, in section 3, the proposed approach is presented 

which contains an extension of the object algebra technique. Finally the paper concludes with the 

importance of this work on the future of our research in Section 4. 

2 Scala and Attribute grammars 

2.1 Attribute Grammars 

A context-free grammar G is a quadruple: � = (�, �, �, �), where N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols; 

T is a finite set of terminal symbols; P is a finite set of productions; and �Î � is the distinguished start 

symbol of G. An element in � = � ∪ � is called a grammatical symbol. The productions in P are pairs of 

the form � → �, where �Î � and �Î �∗, i.e., the left-hand side � is a nonterminal symbol, and the right-

hand side α is a string of grammatical symbols. An empty right-hand side (empty string) is represented by 

the symbol ε [2]. 

An attribute grammar is a context-free grammar augmented with semantic rules. More precisely, an 

attribute grammar is the triple (�, ����, �) where G is a context-free grammar, Attr is a finite set of all 

attributes and R a finite set of semantic rules associated to the productions of G [1, 2]. A fixed set of 

attributes is associated to each symbol of the grammar. An attribute is either synthesized or inherited. An 

attribute is said to be synthesized if the left hand side take the value from the right hand side. In contrast, 

an inherited attribute is calculated from the left hand side (the parent node) and/or siblings [9].  

Example 1. The attribute grammar for the repmin problem. 

The aim of the repmin problem is to construct a new tree with the same structure as the input tree, but 

where each leaf value is replaced by the minimum leaf value of the entire tree. 

� → � 
�. ��� = �. ��� 

�. � = �. � 

� → �� 

��. ��� = min (��. ���, ��. ���) 

��. ��� = ��. ��� 

��. ��� = ��. ��� 

��. � = ����( ��. �, ��. �)  

� → � �. ��� = � 
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�. � = ��� �. ��� 

“t” and “min” are synthesized attributes, “rep” is an inherited attribute for the non-terminal symbol T. 

The encoding of an attribute grammar depends on the method used for the evaluation of attributes. An 

evaluator for a particular attribute grammar is able to traverse trees that conform to the syntax and 

compute the values of the attributes at each tree node. 

2.2 Kiama vs Scala 

Kiama is a Scala library for language processing. Scala is an interesting and powerful host language for the 

Kiama project due to its inclusion of both object-oriented programming and functional programming 

features, and its emphasis is put on scalability and interoperability with the Java virtual machine [6]. 

Abstract syntax trees are defined by standard Scala classes with only a minimal increase in the number of 

the class definitions required to prepare them for attribution. Attribute equations are written as pattern 

matching functions of abstract tree nodes as shown in Figure 1. Kiama provides basic synthesised and 

inherited attributes. 

 

Figure 1. Kiama solution to the Repmin problem [6] 

The dynamic scheduling algorithms are the most use approaches for recent attribute grammars systems 

to evaluate attributes on demand. They are based on generators which complicate the development 

process. Sloane et al. used Kiama to remove the need for a generator by embedding a dynamic approach 

into a modern object-oriented and functional programming language. The result is a small, lightweight 

attribute grammars library that is part of a larger Kiama language processing library [6]. They use the Scala 

programming language because of its support for domain-specific notations and emphasis on scalability. 

Unlike generators with specialized notations, Kiama attribute grammars use standard Scala notations such 

as pattern-matching functions for equations, traits and mixins for composition and implicit parameters 

for forwarding. 

2.3 Object Algebra 

Object algebra is a programming technique that enables a simple solution to basic extensibility and 

modularity issues in programming languages [10]. It is an abstraction closely related to algebraic datatypes 

and Church encodings. Object algebras also have much in common with the traditional forms of the Visitor 

pattern, but without many of its drawbacks. They are extensible, they avoid the need for accept methods, 

and do not compromise encapsulation. To write programs with object algebras does require thinking on 

suitable design strategies. For example programming with traditional object-oriented visitor require the 
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creation of generic objects and then visiting them to perform operation [11]. In object algebra, the 

creation of object is done relative to a factory so that specialized factories can be defined to create objects 

with the required operations. In brief, object algebras combine factory and visitor pattern by defining 

classes that implement algebraic signatures encoded as parameterized interfaces, where the type 

parameter represents the carrier set of the algebra. An algebraic signature defines the names and types 

of functions that operate over one or more abstract types, called sorts. A general algebraic signature can 

contain constructors that return values of the abstract set, as well as observations that return other kinds 

of values [9]. 

trait SigTree[-T,+T0] { 

def fork : (T, T) => T0 

def tip : Int => T0 

} 

trait SigRoot [+S, -T] { 

def rt : T => S 

} 

(a) Signature of the non terminal T (b) Signature of the non-terminal S 
Figure 2. Object algebra signature of the Repmin problem 

Traits are a fundamental unit of code reuse in Scala. A trait encapsulates method and field definitions, 

which can then be reused by mixing them into classes. Unlike class inheritance, in which each class must 

inherit from just one superclass, a class can mix in any number of traits [10]. In SigTree of the Figure 2a, 

the methods fork and tip represent the constructors of the abstract algebra, which create values of the 

algebra in the carrier type T as type parameter of the trait. The method tip is defined to be an unary 

operation from Int to T. The trait SigRoot in Figure 2b has two carrier types S and T, and one constructor 

rt. 

The synthesized attributes can be represented separately using a trait for each of them. But they can also 

be combined (composed or assembled) such that their computation is done with a single traversal. The 

composition is indicated to compute the attributes if they follow the same object algebra signature, 

otherwise they are assembled. Concerning the inherited attributes, they serve as context decorators for 

computation performed by synthesized attributes. This strategy is used by Rendel et al. [8] to encode the 

class of L-attributed grammars in the framework of object algebras. 

The encoding of the above mentioned specification combines the source-language modularity properties 

of attribute grammars with the target-language modularity properties of object algebras in Scala. It allows 

referencing already computed attributes and inherited attributes can be encoded by a transformation of 

the algebraic signature, introducing an operation for every right hand side occurrence of a nonterminal. 

2.4 Synthesis 

The functional programming of attribute grammar with Kiama and Object Algebra are quite powerful. 

Kiama uses abstract syntax for attributable binary trees define by Scala, it provides basic synthesized and 

inherited attributes and semantic equations are written as pattern matching functions of abstract tree 

nodes. Object Algebra, introduced as a program structuring technique to improve the modularity and 

extensibility of programs, was studied in a relationship with the attribute grammars, in order to encode a 

full class of L-attributed grammars in Scala. Concerning Kiama, the interoperability with Scala is required 

to write multi traversal programs since the latest is used to categorize the types. Rather the examples 

developed in Object Algebra are relevant to a class of attribute grammars. 
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3 The Proposed Approach 

Along this section, we continue working on the repmin problem which consists of building a new tree with 

the same structure as the input tree, each leaf value is replaced by the minimum value of the entire tree 

[12]. Remember that, the traditional solution requires a two-transversal algorithm: a first traversal to 

compute the minimum value of the tree, and a second one to replace all its leaf elements by the minimum 

value previously computed. Whichever way of composing or assembling, some attributes are evaluated 

more than one times. 

 

Figure 3. Traditional approach to the repmin problem.  

The Kiama implementation of Figure 1 uses a common attribute propagation pattern to define the 

globmin attribute: defining an attribute at the root of the tree and passing it down to where it is needed 

[6]. 

Multiple traverse functional programs can be efficiently and, also, easily written within the attribute 

grammar formalism. The programmer does not need to concern himself with partitioning the program 

into a number of traversals, as in the strict functional approach. The order of evaluation is derived 

automatically, using standard attribute grammar techniques [4].  

From the specification of the example 1, different functional programming implementations can be 

derived. Notice that, the circular definition of the repmin program corresponds in the attribute grammar 

formalism to a normal dependency from the synthesized attribute T.min to the inherited attribute T.rep 

of the same non-terminal symbol T. After defining multiple traversal programs within the attribute 

grammar formalism, we can start to encode them in Scala with object algebra by following the steps 

below. 

 Step 1: Find the signature for synthesized attributes for every production �: �� → �� … ��. Find 

the signature for inherited attributes which will be used as context decorators for computation 

performed by synthesized attributes. The aim is to follow the procedure described by Rendel et 

al [8], for defining signatures. The signatures for Repmin previously described in figure 2 are 

completed with Figure 4 which presents the algebraic signature of the context decorator. 

 
Figure 4. Algebraic signature of context decorators. 
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 Step 2: Define abstract computations usually called visit-sequences. They are constructed 

according to the following idea from Joao in his thesis [4]: a fixed sequence of abstract 

computations is associated to each production P. They abstractly describe which computations 

have to be performed in every visit by the evaluator to a particular type of node in the tree. Such 

nodes are the instances of the production P. This allows one to know the set of synthesized 

attributes necessary for the set of inherited attributes of P that may be used during the visit i and 

the set of synthesized attributes that are guaranteed to be computed by the visit i [8]. After that 

we assemble the signatures of dependent attributes in pairs of the form 

(��ℎ������_���, ����ℎ������_���) for every production P. In the case of Repmin the result is: 

����ℎ������_��� = {���, �}  and ��ℎ������_��� = {���} . The attributes “rep” and “t” are 

assembled below in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Assembling “rep” and “t” 

 Step 3: Define different "traits" for each non-terminal of the attribute grammar. Each "trait" is 

defined with a function "fold". And, for any dependency of the form 

(��ℎ������_���1, ����ℎ������_���1) →  (��ℎ������_���2, ����ℎ������_���2)  existing for a 

production, and in the "trait" of the corresponding non-terminal, we add another fold function 

for the computation of the synthesized values (����ℎ������_���1). These values will be used in 

the couple (��ℎ������_���2, ����ℎ������_���2) by the inherited values as context decorator. 

The illustration of this step is presented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Complementary traits for the repmin 

 Step 4: Finally, during the definition of the "cases" clauses that inherit "trait" defined above, we 

link the different "fold" function by using the sequences of abstract computations defined in Step 

2. The sequences have already defined the order of the evaluation of the attributes. In the Repmin 

problem, since ”rep” serves as context decorator for the computation of ”t” once ”min” is 
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available, the context ”rep” will be updated as shown in Figure 7. Thus “min” will be evaluated 

once, communicates its value to ”rep” who in return participates in the calculation of ”t”.  

 

Figure 7. Illustration of the approach on the repmin problem. 

4 Conclusion 

The first impression, at the end of this contribution, is that Scala has allowed the implementation of 

multiple traversal programs specified as attribute grammars. Scala Integrates functional and imperative 

coding. It was used in the project Kiama for the representation of abstract trees; and in the object algebra 

for implementation of L-attributed grammar.  

This paper presents an implementation of multiple traversal programs which extends the object algebra 

by increasing the number of folding with the visit-sequences. While remaining purely Scala, it shows the 

implementation of the Repmin problem by filling the technique of object algebra.  

The attributes evaluated in a multiple traversal program as described in this paper may be available 

without the need to get their values through the root. Thus the intermediate values can be used once an 

attribute is evaluated. The Interest of this result is the use of this approach in grammar systems where 

the user interactions are required. In such system, user input is represented by an attribute whose the 

value is made available once it is acquired. In another way, we think on virtualization which is a major 

challenge for software engineering discipline. Software is dominated nowadays by electronic services. 

Considering the modelling of services composition as the production rules relevant to an attribute 

grammar [3], this approach can also be used to synchronize the interaction among these services. 
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